UDS-PROi Internet Software
®

The UDS-PROi® software is an application that you can access via the Internet. It allows you to access your data “any
time, anywhere.” Our latest release includes all of the familiar features of our UDS-PRO® desktop application, plus
several exciting new features. It is housed within the UDS Central™ website, which merges on-demand reports with a
wide array of subscriber resources.
Reports

Pre-admission features

The UDS-PROi software provides a comprehensive set
of real-time reports that help you monitor indicators such
as LOS-to-date for patients in care, goal attainment, and
case-mix index. The Medicare Presumptive Eligibility
Estimation Report (PEER) shows facilities their
estimated compliance with CMS’s 60% rule. Subscribers
who have received their presumptive eligibility test
results from their FI or MAC have stated that our report
has given them an estimate within 1% of their actual
percentage of qualifying cases. The application also
provides outcomes data with national and regional
benchmarks for RICs, CMGs, and patient-level drilldown, plus parameters and a wide variety of filters.
®

Custom fields
The UDS-PROi® software allows you to name your
custom fields to better reflect the type of information
stored in them. You can even configure them as dates,
drop-down menus, or checkboxes.
Customizable case listing options
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You can customize the case listing view more than
ever before. The UDS-PROi® software allows you to
select columns for display, including the MSI and IRF
Compliance fields. You can also choose sorting options,
select how many records you want each window to
display, and filter unnecessary data from your view. You
can also print the IRF-PAI form for multiple cases at once
and lock or unlock groups of cases.
HL7® interface
The UDS-PROi® software has HL7® interface capability,
providing you with a robust platform that reduces data
entry and integrates multiple information systems and
diverse departmental systems.
Enhanced user security features
Not only do we use two levels of authentication for
the application itself, but we also allow you to set
periodically expiring passwords on a per user basis. You
can even reset passwords for all users if needed.
Enhanced Profile Report capabilities
Our enhanced Profile Report includes case-based CMG
goals and 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile goals for
the patient. These goals are based on outcomes from
hundreds of thousands of IRF-PAI cases.
Informatics data
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Our informatics module allows you to compare your
facility’s real-time data with regional and national
benchmark data by CMG to analyze patient expectations
for goals and discharge plans.

The newly enhanced pre-admission screening module
provides several features, such as flags for cases that
require a physician’s signature or reassessment, that will
help you comply with MBPM rules and regulations. This
module, which includes all the pre-admission screen
elements required by CMS, includes the FIM® screen,
a nine‑item assessment that projects a case’s CMG,
ELOS, and expected burden of care and eliminates the
need to complete the function modifiers and all 18 FIM®
items at pre-admission. The module’s customizable
lists can help you track referring physicians, referring
facilities, and attending physicians at your facility. The
module also captures electronic signatures, and the final
pre‑admission report can be printed or saved as part of
the case’s final medical record. If a patient is not admitted
to your facility, you can select the reason for the patient’s
nonadmission from a customizable list. The module
also shows potential 60% rule presumptive compliance
statistics for each case in the pre-admission listing.
Cost fields, referral information, and
resource utilization
The UDS-PROi® software contains fields that you can
use to track costs, referral information, and resource
utilization. Not only can you track cost information for
each patient, but you can set up facility cost averages
by CMG, RIC, or IGC. In addition, new fields for bed
number, room number, floor number, and referring
physician have been added. And you can save federal
prospective payment (FPP) values with effective dates.
This information provides accurate historical calculations
in the event that your facility’s wage index changes
or that CMS again changes the standardized payment
conversion factor (SPCF, formerly BNCF).
FIM® Track module
This module allows you to track admission and discharge
ratings for a patient over a 3-day period and transfer these
ratings directly to the appropriate fields in the patient’s
case record. The software’s rating selection process is
dictated by the most current IRF-PAI rating guidelines.
Audit Denial Tracking System module
The ADTS module allows you to manage documentation
requests and payment denials as they progress through
the appeals process. ADTS reports are available from the
real-time reports module.
Additional information
For more information, contact our sales department at
716-817-7856 or subscriptioninfo@udsmr.org.
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